Self-structure induction in single stranded poly(A) by small molecules: Studies on DNA intercalators, partial intercalators and groove binding molecules.
Self-structure induction in single stranded poly(A) has been one typical example of the various ways that could be used to modulate nucleic acid structural aspects through binding of small molecules. For the first time, the interaction between a series of small molecules and poly(A) has been investigated to understand the nature of the structural features in DNA binding small molecules that could be responsible for the formation of self-structure in single stranded poly(A) molecules. Classical intercalators like ethidium, coralyne, quinacrine and proflavine, partial intercalators like berberine and palmatine and classical minor groove binders like hoechst 33258 and DAPI have been chosen for this study. The binding of each of these molecules to poly(A) has been characterized by absorption spectral titration, job plot and isothermal titration calorimetry. Self-structure formation was monitored from circular dichroic melting, optical melting and differential scanning calorimetry. The results revealed that while all the intercalators studied induced self-structure formation, partial intercalators did not induce the same in poly(A). Of the two classical DNA minor groove binding molecules investigated, hoechst was effective in inducing self-structure while DAPI was ineffective. Self-structure induction in poly(A) was observed to be directly linked to the cooperative binding of the molecules to poly(A) in that all the molecules that bound cooperatively induced self-structure in poly(A). Structural and thermodynamic aspects of the interaction leading to self-structure formation are described.